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MEANS non OPENING‘ AND CLOSING ELEVATOR CARS: AND LANDING GATES? 

Application, ?led September 26', 1929, Serial No. 

This invention consists in certain features 
in apparatus for opening and‘ closing the’ car 
gate or door of an elevator and for simul 
taneously'opening and closing the landing 

5 gates or doors. It relates to apparatus in 
whichopening and closing movements of the 
car gate effected by mechanismv carried on the 
car'and interlocked‘ with the driving control. 
are utilized to effect opening and closing; 

10 movement of thelanding gates. The inven 
tion contemplates equipment of the elevator 
with an. electrical control system in which the 
car driving means ‘are rendered inoperative 
so long as the car gate or any of the landing 

15 gates are open or‘ are ineftectively locked, 
and in which.» the car driving means are ops 
erative only whilst all said gates remaine?ec 
tively locked; such ‘systems insure. security 
by making it practicable to drive the car only 

20 under safe conditions, and also by making it 
impracticable to open the gate at any land 
ing unless whilst the car is stopped at that 
landing. or is stopped whilst in. a. predeter4 
mined distance from that landing. 
The car gate is brought into engagement 

with the respective landing, gates at land 
ings by a- movable clutch member which is 
installed on the car. The car gate is opened 
and closed when required, at the landings by 

30 mechanism which is installed on. the car, and 
the car gate, through the clutch, communi 
cates movement to the particular landing gate 
at which the car is stopped for'the time be 
ing to open or close said- gate simultaneously 

35 with thegcar'gate. V ‘ 

Intermediately ofthese positions the move" 
able clutch member is retired and is not en 
gagea-bl'e- with . any of the. landing, gate 
clutches and neither gate can then be- openedv 

40' except manually by means of a special key 
which would be available for use only. in 
emergencies. The car gate is held locked 
automatically until the‘ car is stopped‘ at, a 

V landinglevel or within a predetermined small 
‘15 difference of level; or in the case where self 

levelling devices are installed until the car'is 
within safe distance of the floor which is be 
ing-approached and at which a stop is to be 
made. Consequently the car gate is held 

50 locked at full shut position until the car is 

25 
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within ~a1'predetermined distance preceding 
exact stop landing level. When the car is at. 
rest with the car- gate and the landing gate; 
engaged together by means of the clutch, the 
opening of the car gate which is effected au: 
tomatically ‘upon the control switch-"being, 
brought to full neutralposition eifects open-, 
ing of the landing gate simultaneously, and~ 
conversely, the closing of thefcar gate effects 
closing-‘of the landing gate with it ;.and after 
a stop-the- car cannot be-driven untilthe lands, 
ing gate has been effectively locked‘ and the 
car gate has been brought to the fully closed 
and effectively locked position. ‘The gate 
opening and closing means are fully inter 
locked with the driving controls. ' Only 
wlilst the carlis within the stop range of a 
landing can the gates be opened and then 
only-the gate on that particular landing vat 
which the car is stopped or is comingto rest 
and whilst the gates are unlocked thecar 
cannot be driven. ‘ - e . - 

The‘ clutch member ‘which is carried’ on-the 
car is engageable with the landing gate‘ 
clutch .members only when it is shifted to 
position. for engagement. Otherwise there 
can be no engagement between the car. gate 
and any landing gate and the clutch will, 
therefore, be inoperative for engagingthe 
car gate to any landing gate except when the 
car is-stopped or is stopping at a landingyor 
is at a safe approach positiomcomin'g. to rest. 
‘on a self-levelling drive arrangement. - 
'When the.‘ control switch in the car is 

brought to the neutral notch (“stop”) posi 
tion and they door lock circuit whichv is in 
the main control circuit'of the'lift is broken 
and the lift is thus rendered inoperative, a 
circuit is completed through a solenoid or 
‘electric motor which is installed; on the car. 

6'5 

80'. 

The magnet armature then moving shifts the 7 
car gate clutch-member to .the engaged. posi 
tion, thus connecting the car gate with. the 
landing gate; the car gate is unlatched simul 
taneously and at the same time a circuit is 
established‘ which energizes or controls a 
motor which vis geared toan arm which is 
connectedt-o the car gate; This motor then f 
operatingthe car gate is moved from closed 
position, to open position, and carries with 
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it the particular landing gate with which it 
is engaged by the clutch. Both gates are thus 
opened simultaneously. The circuit of the 
motor which operates the gates goes through 
resistors which govern the current ?ux so 
that a tapering current is supplied to the 
motor——that is to say the current rises pro 
gressively and falls progressively, cutting 
outatthe full-open and full-closed positions 
on the gates. In the closing movement, the 
motor connections are reversed when the con 
trol lever in the car is moved to a predeter 
mined position. The motor ‘then turns 
reversely and brings the gates to the closed 
position. 
In certain known gate operating devices 

the car gate is engaged to the gate of a land— 
ing at which the car \is stopped or is stop 
ping7 and movement applied to the car gate 
is communicated to the landing gate; so that 
both gates are moved together; the part of 
the engaging device which is on the car is a 
?xture and it projects from the car; it en 
gages the counterpart engaging devices on 
the landing doors during the time the car is » 
within stopping range of each floor whether 
the car stops at that floor or passes it. This 
projecting member is liable to strike any ob 

In my arrange 
ment a landing gate clutching member which 
is carried on the car is retired at all times 
except when'actually projected into engage 
ment with a counterpart member on a land 
ing gate. It is so projected only when the 
car control lever is movedto a certain notch 
thereby to bring the gate operating appara 
tus into operation. ‘ 
In other known systems the gates are closed 

by springs which operate as soon as the car 
gate is released after being opened by the 
opening device; in those systems the driver 
has nocontrol in the closing of the landing 
gate and he is unable to arrest it or to re 
verse it. In those systems it is possible to 
open the gates without interrupting the driv 
ing control circuit; an’unsafe ‘condition is 
thus made possible. ' 
In certain other known gate operating sys-~ 

tems provision is made for preventing the 
driving of the car until the landing doors 
have been closed, by completing the driving 
circuit through‘ contacts which are made in 
the‘closing of the gate. A weak feature in 
those systems is that a short circuit within 
the contact device suffices to make the elevator 
drlving' means effectlve whether the gates are 
open or shut. In contrast'with these systems 
the operation of my gate moving means is 
dependent upon the mam driving circuit 
beingbroken at the landing gate locks before 
the gates (car and landing) ‘can be opened 
or closed. Thus a safe condition is estab 
lished as the door operating means function 
only when the driving circuit is open and 
consequently whilst the car'is at ‘rest or is 
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coming to rest within a safe range of the 
landing. Furthermore my arrangement in 
cludes the feature that accidental failure of 
the latch mechanism results in the opening 
of the control circuit; consequently the car 
can be driven only whilst all gates are fully 
closed and are also e?ectively locked. 
My arrangement also includes an auto 

matic circuit openingvdevice ?tted on the car 
gate closing stile.’ This‘ device operates to 
open the control circuit and arrest the action 
of the gate closing means if a person should 
obstruct the closing movement of the gates. 
As soon as the obstruction is removed the 
action of the closing mechanism is resumed; 
liability to causing personal injury by force 
ful closing of the gates whilst the gateway is 
obstructed is thus obviated. 
In the accompanying drawings :— 7 
Figs. 1 and 2 are diagrams of the circuits; 

‘ Fig. 3 is a fragmentary sectional elevation 
showing the elevator cardoor, the automatic 
latching device and the door moving instru 
mentalities ; 

I Fig. 4i is a fragmentary transverse section 
showing the car at landingv level and the 
clutch on the car door engaged with the 
counterpart element on- an horizontally slid— 
ing door on a landing; . ' 

Fig. 5 is a fragmentary elevational view 
showing the latch releasing cam which is in 
stalled on the car and operates to open the 
door latches and through them to'open the 
car operating circuit and to permit the latch 
es to closeto cause that circuit to be com 
pleted; . . ' ' 

Fig. 6 is a fragmentary elevational view 
showing the car door closed; the mechanism 
being that used for operating hinge-hung 
landing doors; ' , 

Fig. 7 is a fragmentary transverse section 
al elevational view showing mechanism in 
stalled on the car and mechanism installed 
on the lift well in the arrangement in which 
the landing doors are hinge-hung; 

, Fig. 8 is a sectional plan explanatory of 
the gate lock mechanism used in the Figs. 6 
and 7 arrangements; it corresponds with the 
gate locking mechanism which is shown in 
another form in Fig. 3 for the arrangement 
in which horizontally sliding doors are fit 
ted at the landings; ' ' 

Fig. 9 is an elevationalview of mechanism 
installed in the elevator well for the‘ opera 
tion‘ of hinged landing doors; this view is to 
be read in correspondence with Figs. 6 and 7; 

10 is a sectional plan view on the sec 
tion line 10-—10 Fig. 9; r 

Fig. 11 is a semi~diagrammatic view indi— 
cating the operating arrangement used in 
the case of centre-opening vertical sliding 
landingdoors; - ' ' 

_-Fig. 12 is a corresponding side elevational 
view; ‘ I _ V 

Fig. 13 is an'elevational view showing a 
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single vertical sliding landing gate and mech 
anism for raising and lowering it; and 

Fig. 14 is a corresponding transverse sec 
tional end elevation. 
In the case of horizontal sliding landing 

doors the major portion of the mechanism 
is installed ‘on the door of the car and the 
elements which engage the car door to ‘the 
landing doors are positioned about mid 
height ofv the doorway. In the case of hinged 
landing doors all the door operating mech 
anism is mounted on the top of the car and 
the clutch connection to the landing door is 
located at the top of that door. In the case 
of rising and falling centre opening landing 
doors all the mechanism is‘installed' on the 
top'of the car and on the top of the landing 
door. opening. In the case of single vertical 
sliding doors all the mechanism is installed 
under the car. I - 

Referring to Figs. 1 to 5 :— 
20 is the car, 21 the sliding door or gate of 

the car,»22 the car suspension cables, 23 the 
car door opening and closing motor, 24 spur 
pinion on the motor shaft, 25 spur rack mesh~ 
ing with the pinion 24 and having an exten 
sion arm 26 connected to the slide block 27 
which runs in a slotway 28 on the door 21. 
The arm 26 and rack 25 move about the pivot 
centre 29. l/Vhen the motor 23 rotates anti 
clockwise thearm 26 is thrown to move the’ 
door 21 from the closed to the open position, 
and conversely when the motor 23 turns 
clockwise thev arm 26 is thrown to bring the 
door 21 to the closed position as shown in 
Fig. 3. 4 housing 30 is ?xed on the closing 
stile of the car door 21 and in this housing a 
solenoid 31 is mounted. 32 is the armature of 
this solenoid. At the top end of it this arm-r 
ature is armed with a striker 33 which, when 
the armature is raised, engages a latch 34 and 
releases that latch from. the jaw 36 of the 
staple box 37 which is-?Xed on the car frame. 
The staple box contains a double contact 
switch. lVhen the latch 34 is engaged ‘in 
the jaw 36 of the staple, the nose of the latch 
holds up the movable arm} 39 which forms the 
bridging piece of this switch and closes a 
circuit through the two contacts 41—42 ; these 
contacts 41—42 are in series in the main op 
erating circuit of the elevator; they must be 
bridged to enable the car to be driven and 
they can be bridged only when the latch hook 
34 is engaged in the staple. 43 is a stop which 
limits the downward movement of the bridg 
ing piece 39. ' When the latch 34 is released 
from the staple the bridging piece 39 drops 
and opens the circuit between contacts 41-42, 
thus breaking the car operating circuit. 
The lower end of the armature 32 is con 

nected" by a link 45 to the movable member 
460i?‘ a clutch which is carried on two ?xed 
pins 47—48. It is slotted to slide on these 
pins as shown‘ at 49—50 so that when it is 
lifted bythe rising of'theilink 45 it is caused 

3 

to project laterally beyond the face of-the car, 
and conversely when it is dropped by descent 
of the link 45~it is retired. In its advanced 
position which is shown in Fig. 4, it is en-v 
gageable with the counterpart clutch member 
52 which is ?xed on, the inner side of the 
landing door 53. When it is so engaged‘ the 
two doors must move together. 54 represents 
the usual overhead rail suspension for the 
landing door 53, and 55 is the toe guide at 
the foot of the landing door 53, to maintain 
it in alignment with the face of the lift well. 
An insulating wedge 57 is hung to theclutch 
member 46 and depends between a- pair of 
pivotally mounted contact members 58—-59; 
these members are pressed inwardly b'y 
springs 60 acting behind them and these 
springs force them into contact with each 
other when the insulating wedge 57‘ is re 
tired in the upward movement of the arma 
ture 32, in which movement the clutch meme 
her 46 is advanced'laterally. In the down- 
ward-movement of-the armature the insulate 
ing wedge‘57 enters between these two contact 
members 58—'—59,separating them and open 
ing the circuit which they close when they are 
in contact.’ . The circuit which passes through 
these contact members 58—l59 energizes the 
door operating motor 23. It is to be noted 
that the motor 23 has an opening operating 
circuit and a. closing operating circuit by 
which it is energized for clockwise running 
and for "counter-clockwise running respec 
tively;'these circuitswill be described'later' 
in their proper relation. Thecar door or 
gate 21 is suspended in the usual way from 
the rail 62 which is fixed across the top part 
of the car body 20. The carrier which sus 
pends the car door has ?xed to it a ramp bar 
63 which, in the course of the door’s move 
ment, operates two banks of contacts, one of 
these banks functioning when the door is 
near closed position and the other when the 
door is near full open position. It also oper 
ates another. contact (67), the closing of 
which gives an additional assurance that the 
gate must be closed before the car can be 
driven. In the ?rst-mentioned bank, 64 is 
the ?rst slowing down contact, 65 the second 
slowing down contact, 66 the stop contact, 
and67 is a making contact in the circuit of a 
magnet or ‘motor which moves the landing 
door lock releasing cam, Fig. 5. In the‘clos? 
ing movement of the car door, the cam 63v 
successively opens the circuit through the‘ 
contacts 64—65—66 in turn, the circuit at 66 
being opened only when the car door is closed 
or almost closed and the latch 34 is entered 
in the staple. ' The opening of the circuit of 
the door operating motor through'66 occurs 
simultaneously with the closing of the lock 
releasing camvmotor circuit through 67. 7 0 
represents a lead-in tube through which the 
circuit ?exible wires 71 are brought to the 
door fromthe-junction box 72 which is in-w 5 
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stalled on the top of the car; The contacts 
7 4l——7 5—'—7 6 in the other bank are controlled 
by the ramp bar 63 whilst the door is mov 
ing to or from its full open or fully closed 
position and is near that position. The of 
?‘ce of these two banks of contacts is to intro 
duce resistors into the door motor circuit so as 
to cut down the current through the motor 23 
gradually as the end of movement is ap 
proaching and to cut out the motor 23 simul 
taneously with the completion of the open 
ing and closing movements or" the door or 
gate 21 as the case may be, and also to short— 
circuit resistors in the door motor circuit so 
as to build up the current therein gradually 
during the early part of the movement of the 
door in either direction. The resistors con 
trolled'by the contacts,64—65, 74;-—’Z5, may 
be'located contiguous to such contacts or may 

For convenience, to. 
resistor controlled by each contact is identi 
?ed by the suliix “a” appended to the number 
designating thecontact controlling such re~ 
sistor. It is a matter of convenience whether 
such resistor elements are located contiguous 
to the contacts or elsewhere, so long as the 
circuit through the resistors‘is controlled by 
the door movements through the medium of 
the ramp bar 63 or by an equivalent device 
in the manner described. . 
In Fig. 5, 80 is a motor or a solenoid which 

is energized by the circuit which goes 
through the contact device 67. This contact 
is closed only when the car gate or door 21 
has reached the full closed position.v W hen 
that position is attained and the solenoid or 
motor 80 is energized, the latch releasing cam 
81 which is suspended on the parallel link 
arrangement 82—~83 is lifted. It is shown in 
the lifted position in Fig. 5. In this lifted 
position it is clear of the operating arm 84 
of the landing door latch and does not affect 
the landing door latch, which is contained in 
the case 85. livhen’it is in the dropped posi 
tion it presses against the roller shod end 86 
of thelatch arm 81‘: and pushes the arm 84; 
inward and so lifts the latch 87, thus releasing 
the landing door. Until this mechanical 
movement of the arm 84; has been performed 
by the cam 81, the latch 87 cannot be released 
to unlock the landing door (unlesslby means 
of emergency key); In Fig. 3 the sole 
noid 31 vis idle and its armature '32 is in the. 
de-energized position. In Fig. 11, the reverse 
position is seen in which the armature 32 
is lifted and the clutch member 46 on the car 
gate is extended to engage with the counter 
part clutch member 52 on the landing door 
53. In Fig. 5 the position of‘ the cam 81 cor 

. responds with the position of the parts shown 
in Fig. 3. In the Fig. 4 position of the parts, 
the cam 81 would be dropped,,the motor or 
solenoid 8O beingde-enere‘ized at this stage, 
and as the cam.81_ is consequently in the pro 
jected position'i'it will then engage the roller 
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end 86 on the latch arm 84:. and will effect 
lifting of the latch 87 and cause breaking of 
the control circuit through contacts in the 
latch case 85. i . 

“When the circuit through the contact 67 
is made, as a result of the cam bar 63 striking 
it, the motor or solenoid 80 is energized and 
the swii'iging cam 81 is lifted and permits the 
landing door latch 87 to close by spring and 
gravity action. The closing of the main con 
trol circuit through the landing door latches 
87, one for the landing door at each floor, 
effects operation of the circuit breaking mag 
nets 90 and 91 (see Figs. 1 and 2). Their 
contacts 115 and 116 are thus opened, break 
ing the circuit through the solenoid 31 and 
permitting the armature 32 to drop and so 
causing the car gate clutch member 46 to re— 
tire clear of the counterpart clutch member 
on the landing door. Upon the latch 34 
then striking up the bridging piece ‘39 in the 
staple box, a circuit is established, through 
the contacts 41-42 with which the bridging 
piece 39 coacts. The contacts 411-412 are in 
series with a circuit for controlling the move 
ment of the elevator car, similarly as are the 
contacts controlled by the movements of the 
landing door latches 87. 

100 is a solenoid which is circuited through 
the contacts 58—59 when the insulating 
wedge is withdrawn toallow the contacts 
58 and 58 to make. The completion of the 
circuit through this solenoid is via the con 
tacts 1041- in the car controller, door open 
limit contact '76, contacts 58, 59 and the back 
contact 110;‘ these contacts 104 are only 
closed and the circuit is therefore only com 
pleted through the solenoid 100 when the 
control handle is moved to full neutral posi— 
tion to procure opening movement of the 
doors. The closing of contacts 102, 103 by 
the solenoid 100 connects the gate operating 
motor to the mains and causes the operation 
of such motor to effect the opening of the 
doors. Upon the car gate reaching the full 
open position, the contact at 76, following 
the consecutive insertion of resistance by the 
contacts 74 and 75, is opened and the solenoid 
100 is thus de~cnergized. When it is de-ener 
gized, the circuits through 102—~103 are 
broken, and the car gate motor 23 is thus de-V 
energized. 

120 is the up-running main reversing 
switch coil or magnet in the lift machine‘ cir~ 
cuit, and 121 the down~1‘unningv main revers 
ing switch coil or magnet in that circuit, and 
122—123 are the auxiliary up and down main 
reversing switch coils associatedtherewith. 
In the controller a camsector 130, which is 
keyed on he spindle 131 to which the hand 
lever 1341- is ‘keyed, has a notch 135 formed in 
it; this notch in the full neutral position of 
the switch lever 13d shown in dottedline, 
permits the rocking contact lever 136 to close 
the circuit at 104, because the back roller 137' 

na 
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drops into the notch 135 only at thisposition 
of the lever. In allother positionsof the 
lever the cam 130 tips the lever 136 and holds 
the contact at l04‘open-and the’ gates cannot 
then ‘be opened. . . . ' . ‘ a 

. In the gate operating mechanism shown in 
Fig. 3 the gate motor (23) vacts on the gates 
through anarm 26. In the operating mecha 
nism shown in Fig. 6 the'gate is moved by a 
chain" arrangement. ' ' . ‘ g V 

The diagram, Fig. 2,.shows the circuit/ar 
rangements for landing gates of the vertical 
movement type or doors of the hinge-hung 
type. vIt is electrically identical with'the, 
circuit which has been described with refer- 
ence to Fig. 1, ‘the’ 'diiierence being that'a 
motor 180 takes theplace of the solenoid‘ 31.v 
In the case of the solenoid arrangement the 
clutch mechanism 46.—-52 which is shown in 
Fig. 4 for the operation of sliding gates gives 
place to the alternative ‘mechanical device 
which is shown in Fig.7, as obviously the 
form of clutch shown in Fig. 4 would not be 
operative for connecting the sliding gate of 

v the car to a'hinged landing door to procure 
simultaneous movement of said gate and 
door. The variation in the electrical connec 
tions due to the omission of a solenoid cor-, 
responding with ‘the solenoid 31, Fig. 1, is in 
e?ect immaterial, as it consists only in sub, 
stitution of equivalent electrical devices to 
obtain the sameend result. The solenoid 141 
takes the place of the two solenoids 90-91 
and'a switch bank 142 controlled by the sole 

‘ : noid 141 takes the place ofthe separate con 
tacts 115-416. ' 

' The mechanical detail of the arrangement 
in which the car gate slides and the landing 
door is hinged is shown in Figs. 6't0 10. 21 is 
the car gate, 150 is thelanding door and 151 
is itshinge centre, 152 is a sector rack ?xed 
onthe door'150 and 153 is a toothed pinion 
meshing with the rack 152; this pinion is 
?xed to a sprocket wheel 154 which is driven 

1' by a chain belt 155. The‘chain belt passes 
overa drivingsprocket pinion 156; this pin 
ion is carried on a shaft 157, and this shaft 
157 is geared throughv the bevel 158 ,to a 
sprocket wheel 159; this sprocket wheel car 
ries a continuous chain belt 160, the other 
loopof which runs over the sprocket 161. 
Inte'rposed in the length of the chain belt 
160 is a clutch jaw 162 with which the co 
acting clutch element on the sliding gate of 
the car is engageable. ‘When the car gate is 
moved whilst its clutch member is engaged 
with the clutch, jaw162, the chain 160- is 
traversed, rotating the sprocket .159, and 
through the gearing 158 rotating the shaft 
157, and through the belt 155 and the gearing 
153-—152 swinging thelanding door 150 to 
closed or open position according to the di-v 
rection of the car gate movement. The whole 
of theequipment shown in Figs. 9 and'lO is 
erected on the inside of theelevator well wall 

5 

and the'only connection between this mecha 
nism andthe mechanism inthe car is the con 
nectionwhich is established by the ‘clutch 
element on the car equipment and the clutch 
element 162 on‘the landing door.‘ In this 
case, however, the clutch mechanism is 
mounted at thetop of the car instead of at 

70, 

a‘ lower, position on the car as shown'in the . 
Figs. ‘3 and 4 arrangement. Theparts in 
cluded in Figs. 6 to 10 which correspond 
structurally and positionally with the parts 
in 'Figs. 3 and 4 
numeration. > 

. The motor 180 takes the place of the so 
lenoid 31, Fig. 3. It 'is geared to a spur 
wheel 181 which turnsupon a'threaded spin 
dle 182. It is contained between guides 183 
which hold'i‘it in a ?xed path ‘so that when 
it rotates the spindle 182 is traversed in one 
or other direction through it, accordingto 
the direction of rotation of the motor 180. 
On the‘ back end of it the spindle 182 carries 
a double ramp 184—185, the ramp facel184 
being 
186—187, andthe ramp 185 engageable with 
the contact member 188'. The'outer end of 
the spindle 182 is‘ armed-with an anti-friction 
roller 189. When ‘the spindle 182 is moved 
outwardly,lit is ‘advanced so'as to bring it 
into engagement with the landing gate clutch 
member,.and at its 'full throw the current 
to the motor 180 iscut off at the contact 187. 
In this extended position‘ the circuit through 
the contacts 188Vis completed, and thus the 
gate motor 23 is thereupon» operated to open 
the doors'or gates. In the vdisengaging move 
ment of spindlef182 the current to the motor 
180 is cut o?t' at'the contact 186 and, after the 
spindle 182 isifully retracted, the circuit for ' 

105 the elevator motor control relays 120 and 121 
is completed. at the contacts 41——42. Assur 
anceis thus obtained that they car cannot be 
driven until the roller 189 is clear of the 
clutch member 162.. When the car gate is slid 
open or‘closed the clutch movement traverses 
the chain belt 160~around the sprocket ‘159 
thus applying rotational movement through 
the shaft 157 to the sprocket 156 and thence 
through the chain belt 155 and the sprocket 
154 ‘and the sector 152 to'the landing door 
150 to'swing that door open or closed accord— 
ing to the direction of movement of they car 
gate. The motor 180 and the associated parts 
which have been described are carried‘on the 
top of the car gate, 62 being the suspension 
rail on which the car gate 21 runs; I90 are 
anti-friction rollers carrying the gate on this 
rail. 192'311'6 rollers coacting with a ?ange 
on the frame structure to assure steady move 
ment and alignment of the gate 21 on its 
suspension. In this arrangement the struc 
ture used for the control of the gate latch 
switch is'shown inFig. 8. - The latch jaw 
193 which engages the staple'box 37 enters 
the‘jaw' 194v of a contact bridging rocking 
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piece 195, which corresponds functionally 
with the'contact bridging piece 39, Fig. 3, to 
close the contacts through 41-42. The latch 
is moved by contact (with its tail piece 196) 
of a striker pin 197 which is fixed in the 
screwed spindle 182. When the spindle is 
advanced to the engaged position for engag 
ing the clutch to connect the car gate with 
the landing door, the latch 193 is tilted to 
the open position, throwing the jaw piece 
195 to the open position and breaking the 
circuit at 41-42. Conversely, when the 
screwed spindle 182 is moved inward, the 
spring 198 acts behind the latch to engage 
itwith the staple and lock the car gate, the 
opening and closing of the circuit through 
41-42 being effected simultaneously with the 
locking and unlocking of the latch. ' 
For vertical movement center opening 

gates, the arrangement shown in Figs. 11 
and 12 is used. In this case 200 is the top 
section of the landing gate and 201 the bottom 
section of it. These sections are counter 
balanced one against the other, being sus 
pended on the chains 203-204 which run 
over pulleys 205 and 206; these pulleys are 
rotated by belts 207-208 which are driven 
from the sprockets 161-159. The mechani 
cal detail is otherwise identical with that de 
scribed with reference to Figs. 6 to 8. In the 
opening movement of the car gate the land 
ing gate sections 200 and 201 are moved apart, 
one upward and the other downward. Con~ 
trariwise, in the closing movement of the 
car gate the landing gate sections 200 and 
201 are moved oppositely to meet at a centre 
position as shown in Figs. 11 and 12. 
,For vertical sliding gates whether of the 

ordinary type or the collapsible type, the 
arrangement indicated in Figs. 13 and 14 
may be used, the difference from the arrange 
ment shown in Figs. 11 and 12 being that in 
the Fig. 11-12 arrangement provision is 
made for opposite movement of a descending 
section of the gate while the other section 
of its ascends. In the case of the Fig. 13-14 
arrangement opening of the gate is effected 
in its ascent and closing in its descent. The 
gate is counterbalanced by loading weights 
211 and the clutching means for engaging 
the car gate to'it are ?tted below it instead 
of above it as in the Fig. 11-12 arrangement. 
Otherwise the mechanical construction is sub 
stantially the same. ' - 

To obviate risk of personal accident in the 
case'where a passenger attempts to- enter or 
leave the car whilst the gates are in motion 
from open to closed position an interrupting 
contact is introduced into the circuit of the 
motor 23. This device consists of a bar 300 
disposed along the edge of the closing stile 
of the car gate held in normal position by a 
spring or springs 301 behind it, and carrying 
a bridging plate 302 which normally connects 
the two contact points 303-304 in the circuit 
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of the motor 23. If in the closing movement 
the gate is obstructed by striking a passenger 
the bar 300 is pressed back and the circuit is 
broken between the contacts 303-304 and the 
motor 23 stops and the gate movement is 
arrested and recommences only when the 
obstruction has been removed. 
The operation is as follows : 
Assuming that all the landing gates or 

doors are locked, the car gate also locked, the 
driving circuit which goes through all these 
locks in series is complete, and the liftrcar. 
isin motion: On approaching the intended 
landing at which a stop is required, the car 
driver will bring his control lever to the full 
neutral position, thus cutting off driving cur 
rent from the lift machine; the car then 
comes to a stop at the landing level or within 
a pre-determined small distance from the 
landing, the range being determined with re 
gard to the distance which the clutch mem 
bers 46 .and 52 are co~operative and also with 
regard to the length of the latch releasing 
cam 81. The circuit of the cam motor or 
solenoid 80 being interrupted the cam 81 is 
permitted to drop and extend itself so as to 
bear against the roller end 86 on the latch 
arm 84. In this movement the latch 87 is 
opened and the driving circuit through the 
latch is thus opened. The driving circuit is 
also broken .at the contacts 41-42. The con 
tacts 41-42 are opened as a result of the lift 
ing of the solenoid armature 32 which occurs 
because the relays 90-91 are de-energized 
upon the opening of the driving circuit 
through the contacts in the latch 87; when 
those relays are thus de-energized a circuit 
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goes through the solenoid 31 via the'co-ntacts . 
115-116; this closing of the solenoid circuit 
results in the lifting of the armature 32, and 
consequently results in the opening of the 
latch 34 and in the opening of the circuit 
through the contacts 41-42 which are in the 
main control circuit. It results additionally 
in the lifting of the car clutch member 46, 
whereby it is caused to protrude laterally in 
the manner shown in Fig. 4, and to come into 
engagement with the counterpart clutch 
member 52 on the landing gate. The car 
gate and the landing gate being thus me 
chanically engaged to- each other, movement 
of the car gate will result in movement of the 
landing gate. Simultaneously with the rais 
ing of the clutch member 46, the insulated 
wedge 57 is withdrawn from between the ' 
contact members 58-59; these members are 
then immediately brought together by their 
back springs 60 and a circuit is thence com 
pleted through the opening operating circuit 
of the gate motor 23. That motor thereupon 
turns counter-clockwise, and through the 6X~ 
tension arm 26 moves the car gate 21 from the 
closed position to the open position, carrying 
with it the landing gate 53. The circuit goes 
through the resistors which taper the current 
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progressively at the beginning of the opening 
and closing-stages, and ‘also approaching the 
end of the opening and closing stages, so that 
the gates are caused to‘ start movement 

-5 gradually. and to ‘come to rest at the end of 

10 

the movement Without ‘slam effect. > Opening 
of the car gate and opening of the landing 
gate are thus effected automatically as ‘soon 

> as the‘car has come to its stop.- To depart 
from the landing at which the car is at rest, 
it is ?rst necessary that the car vgate and the 
landing gate be fully closed and effectually 
latched; otherwise the drivingvcircuit which 
the latches control tirough series contacts 
will not i be completed. The car driver, 
whilst the gates are open, may throw his 
control lever to ‘a predetermined position 
(105 or 106 as the case maybe) to complete a 
circuit through the gate operating motor 23 
viavthe resistors." Upon making contact at 
either one or other of the contact positions 
105-106, a circuit is established through the 
contacts 303-304-656 (which are closed 
when the gates are at open position) thence 
through theback contact 103 of the solenoid 
100and thence through the solenoid 107 to 
line neutral 108; rl‘he' energizing ot the sole 
noid 1-07 effects closing of contacts at 109— 
110, and the motor 523 is energized in the re 
verse direction‘ and ' immediately rotates, 
throwing the arm 26 to bring the gate 21 to 
the closed position. , 
Upon the gates reaching * 

sition a circuit is established through the 
contact 67 Which is closed by the ramp 63 
coming in contact‘ With it. The controller 
isprovided With tWo ‘contacts 111——112 on 
either side of it; ‘these contacts are bridged 
and connected to neutral 108 through a sole 
noid 113; this solenoid controls a circuit 
through the ‘contacts 114, this circuit going 
through the contacts 67 from positive-line. 
lVhen the control handle has been brought 
over suf?ciently to close the circuit at 111. or 

- 112 according to the direction or" travel, a 
circuit at 11% is established and current'then 
passesfrom positive line throughthe contact 
67, contact 114;, via, the solenoid 80, to neutral 
108.~ The solenoid or motor 80 being thus 
energized, the cam 81 is lifted, allowing the 
landing door lock 87 to close and complete 
the circuit through it. -As soon as the cir 
cuit through the landing door lock 87 is com 
plete,the circuit breaker magnets 90 and 91 

- are energized and their contacts l15—116. are 
opened, with the result that the solenoid 31 
is de-energized. Thereupon the armature 
32 drops, the car door latch’ 3e engages its 
staple and the contact at 41%2 is thus 
closed; this completes the driving circuit, 
and current passes through the controller to 
the operating circuits Which control the ele 
vator machine. Simultaneously with the 
dropping of the armature 32 the Wedge‘ 57 

F enters between the contacts 58——59, opening 

the full closed po- ’ 

th'eimthus rendering inoperative the opening 
circuit of the gate motor '23. - This circuit is 
also rendered inoperative rvvhenthe control 
handle is brought over to the driving posi 
tionyin either direction, as When, it is so 
brought over, the contact at 10a inthecon 
troller is open, this contact being inthecir 
cuit serial with the contacts 58—59——76. ‘ _ 

. lVhilst the Year is stopped at-any landing 
the car driver. has effective controlot the car, 
gate and the landing gate through the con 
troller handle;,if for instance in the case of 
an erroneous stop he should start the opens 
ing movement'ol' the gates, he can by'move 
ment of the controller handleimmediately' 
arrest their movement and reverse it to re 
turn them tovthelclosed position. v i 4 

At any position of the car in the Well other 
than Within the predetermined range from 
a landing level none. of the gates can be 
opened except by means of a.‘ special emer 
gency key. This range is dependent‘ on the 
length of the latch opening cam 81 and the 
length of the gate coupling clutch members 
é6——52. , > _ , 

The car being stopped at a landing cannot 
be re-started on a journey until its gate, and 
all the landing gates are fully closed and et 
iiec'tually locked. ‘The circuit contactsin the 
several locks close onlyv When their latch hooks 
are fully engaged With their staples. _ 

. v‘What I claim as my invention and desire 
to secure by LettersPa'tent is :— , Y o , 

1. An elevator control arrangement com 
prising meansinstalled on the car ‘for 1nov-_ 
ing the car gate, means for releasing the latch 
of the landing gate and simultaneously open 
ing the car driving circuit, a laterally mov~ 
able clutch member ?tted Within the car. gate 
structure, a counterpart ?xed clutch member 
on each landing gate, and means for moving 
the car gate clutch member so as tovproject 
itfrom the car gate laterally to effect its en.-. 
gagement With counterpart clutch members 
on a landing gate, said clutch moving means 
being interlocked With a car gate latch and 
with an interrupting device in the. car driv 
ing circuit. . 

2. In‘ an elevator control arrangement ac 
cording to claim 1, a solenoid ‘fitted on the 
car gate,a clutch member housed Within the 
car gate structure and having freedom for 
lateral movement, a, mechanical connection 
between the armature of said solenoid and 
said clutch member, a contact device in the 
ircuit oif an electromagnetic gate opener in-v 

stalled on the car, said device mechanically 
connected to the solenoid- armature,,a car 
gate self closing latch operatable by the ar 
mature of said solenoid, and a self openlng 
contact in the driving circuit of the car, said I 
latch coacting Witha contactin the car driv-l 
mg c1rcu1t to close 1t 1n the latch closing 
movement. ' Y . 

v3. In an elevatorcontrol ,arrangementln 
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which car gate and landing gate operating 
and clutching means are included, driving 
circuit contacts in series in all the landing 
gate locks and in the car gate latch, the 

5 landing gate contacts being opened by a re 
leasing cam on the car within safe car range 
of the respective landing levels and the car 
gate contact being opened by the gate oper 
ating mechanism. simultaneously with the 

7 unlatching of the car gate. 
4;. In an elevator control system in which 

gate operating mechanism is electrically in 
V ,‘ terlocked with the car driving mechanism, a 

in: 

60 

55 

65 

controller ?tted with a movable contact mem 
" ber inthe circuit of the door closing means, 
said contact member operated by a cam which 
is shaped to open it at all driving positions 
of the controller. > I 

5. Elevator control apparatus comprising 
a driving control circuit, an electro-mechani 
cal gate operating device, a clutch adapted 
for engaging the car gate to the respective 
landing gates at and near landing positions 
only, a latch for latching the car gate closed, 
a latch for each landing gate for latching 
the landing gates closed, a solenoid for re 
leasing the car gate latch, and circuit con 
trol means for saidgate operating device 
interlocked with the gate latches and with 
the driving control,—characterized in that 
the driving control circuit traverses serially 
contacts in all the landing gate latches and 
also a contact which is closed in the closing 
movement of the car gate, and in that the 
armature of said solenoid, when unlatching 
the car gate, causes opening of said last men~ 
tioned contact, projects one element of said 
clutch from the car gate to engage a coun 
ter-part element on a landing gate, and si 
multaneously effects closing of the circuit 
through the gate operating device. 

6. An elevator control arrangement in 
cluding a car gate and landing gate opening 
and closing device interlocked electrically 
with the car driving control, characterized 
in that the gate operating means are opera 
tive only whilst the driving circuit is broken 
at serial contacts which are governed by all 
the landing gate latches in the installation. 

7 . In combination with an elevator con 
trol arrangement in which gate opening and 
closing means are electrically interlocked 
with the car driving circuit, mechanism for 
operating hinge hung landing gates from 
sliding car gates, comprising a continuous 
horizontal belt running over end sprockets 
mounted on the landing structure, a clutch 
member carried on said belt, a mechanical 
connection between a sprocket over which 

' said belt runs and the landing gate, said con 
nection adapted for applying swinging 
movement to the landing gate; and on the 
car structure, a member engageable with the 
clutch member on the continuous belt and 
means for projecting said member to move it 
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into such engagement and to withdraw it 
therefrom, said means electrically inter 
locked with the driving circuit in such a way 
that the car may ‘be driven only while the 

' gates are at full closed position and that the 
gates may be moved only whilstrthe car is 
at rest at a landing or is slowing up ap~ 
proaching a landing. . I 

8. In combination with an elevator control 
arrangement in which gate opening and clos 
ing means are electrically interlocked with 
the car driving circuit, mechanism for oper 
ating centre opening vertical slide gates on a 
landing from a horizontal sliding car gate, 7 
said mechanism comprising a continuous 
horizontal belt running over end sprockets 
mounted on the upper part of the landing 
structure, a clutch member on said belt coun 
ter-balance rope suspensions for the landing 
gate sections, said suspensions reeved over 
said sprockets; and mounted on the car struc 
ture, a member engageable with the clutch 
member on the continuous belt, and means 
for projecting said member to move it into 
such engagement and to withdraw it there 
‘from, said means electrically interlocked 
with the driving circuit in such a way that 
the car may be driven only while the gates 
are at full closed position and that the gates 
may be moved only while the car is at rest 
at a landing or is slowing up approaching a 
landing. 

9. In combination with an elevator con 
trol arrangement in which gate opening and 
closing means are electrically interlocked 
with the car driving circuit, mechanism for 
operating a vertical slide landing gate from 
a horizontal slide car gate, comprising a con 
tinuous horizontal belt running over end 
sprockets mounted below floor level on the 
landing structure, a clutch member on said 
belt, weight counter-balanced suspensions for 
the landing gate, said suspensions reeved 
over said end sprockets; and on the car struc 
ture, a member engageable with the clutch 
member on the continuous belt, and means 
for projecting said member to move it into 
such engagement and to withdraw it there 
from, said means electrically interlocked 
with the driving circuit in such a way that 
the car may be driven only while the gates 
are at full close-d position and that the gates 
may be moved only while the car is at rest 
at a landing or is slowing up approaching a 
landing. 
In testimony whereof, I have signed my 

name to this specification. Y 
HERMAN CARL WERNER. 
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